BRYAN OPPOSES CENTRALIZATION

Defines Democratic Principles as Applied to Trust Question.

DENIES HE IS A CANDIDATE

Final Speech Before World Tour
Joint Issue With Roosevelt on
Entanglement of Federal
Power Over Trusts

Cedric Ward, who led the march on the
White House for the Bonus Army, has been
arrested by the Capitol police. He is
charged with violating Standing Order
190 which states that no person shall
be permitted to enter the Capitol
unless he is in company with a
member of Congress. Mr. Ward and
his followers were keeping up
the usual Federal demonstrations
outside the Senate.

ROUSSY MARRIED PRINCE

Ceremonies Rebelled Forbids Any One to
Touch His Beard.

BUTTERFLY, the BRAZILIAN consul, was
present at the ceremony. He had
been invited by the consul general to
attend the marriage of the Shah of
Peru and his bride. The ceremony
was held in the presence of many
of the world's greatest men.

MAY TIE UP THE ROADS

Chicago Firefighters' Demand
For New Rates

The Chicago firemen are
planning to tie up the
roads in order to get a
new rate. They claim
that they have been
working for years
without a raise, and
that they are now
suffering under the
current rates.

PRINTERS' STRIKE SPREADS

President of Union Says Employees
Yielded in Many Towns

The printers' strike is
spreading to many
towns. The president of
the union has announced
that many employees
have yielded.

PEARLY STEAMING NORTH

Open Water Allows the Merrimac to
Pass Ahead

The Merrimac, the Union ironclad,
steamed north today. It is
now on its way to join the
forces of the Union.

Tutt's Pills Cure All
Lever Ills.

Save Your Money, One box of Tutt's Pills will
save you from in hundreds of its
diseases. No Doctor's help is
necessary. Not only in
the stomach, but in
all parts of the body.

GORDON

Every piece of leather selected—every
piece woven—every shoe made—by
an expert. Then every Glaze cleaned—before it
becomes a Gordon's Boot. $1.50

AYER'S PILLS

Get up with a headache? Bad taste in your
mouth? Not much appetite for breakfast?
Then you have too much bile in your system.
Wake up your liver! Get rid of this bile! Tist
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